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Mien Software Releases ScreenRecord 2.1.1 - Screen Capturing Tool
Published on 03/10/09
Mien Software announced today the release of ScreenRecord 2.1.1 for the Mac, an
easy-to-use screen capturing tool that records actions on the screen as a movie. It is
useful for creating training CDs, visual tutorials, and many more. ScreenRecord offers
simple video editing features to cut out unwanted segments. It supports all the major
movie formats so you can easily share it with your friends on the web. Version 2.1.1
addresses an issue with custom cursors.
Chico, California - Mien Software announced today the release of ScreenRecord 2.1.1 for
the Mac, an easy-to-use screen capturing tool that records actions on the screen as a
movie. ScreenRecord is a screen recording tool that allows the user to capture the screen
as a Quicktime movie. Record anything on your computer screen: from games to web pages. It
is useful for creating training CDs, visual tutorials, and many more.
Movies are processed instantly after recording. The built-in player lets you quickly view
your recordings and decide what to do with it. It even has simple video editing features
to cut out unwanted segments. It supports all the major movie formats so you can easily
share it with your friends on the web.
Version 2.1.1 addresses an issue with custom cursors
Key Features:
* Easy to use interface!
* Instant movie creation. No processing required
* Export captured movie to many other formats
* Record with date and time
* Edit the movie after capturing
* Capture with audio input
Demo Limitation:
* The words "Demo Version" appears on the movie
What's New in 2.1?
* New improved interface that floats above all apps
* Improved stability
* Minor performance improvements
* Fixes some minor bugs
Availability and Pricing:
A free demo of ScreenRecord 2 can be downloaded online at their website. Full versions of
the product can be purchased at the Mien Software store. The Suggested Retail Price (SRP)
for ScreenRecord 2 is $15.95 (USD).
Mien Software:
http://www.miensoftware.com
ScreenRecord 2.1.1:
http://www.miensoftware.com/screenrecord.html
Download ScreenRecord:
http://www.miensoftware.com/files/screenrecord2.zip
Purchase ScreenRecord:
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http://www.miensoftware.com/Store.html
Screenshot:
http://www.miensoftware.com/screenrecord_files/Picture%201.jpg
Screenshot/App Icon:
http://www.miensoftware.com/screenrecord_files/droppedImage.png

Mien Software is a small company headquartered in Chico, California. They specialize in
multimedia software and provide quality products for the consumer. For more information,
please visit their website. Copyright 2009 Mien Software. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the
Apple logo, and QuickTime are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S. and/or
other countries.
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